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THE PRESIDENT’S SOLO
A Message From The President
The start of the school
year is filled with the
promises of learning and
new adventures - school
teachers are back in the
classrooms and private
studios are in full swing.
It’s always a busy time
of preparation for everyone. In the midst of all the
planning and establishment of new routines, carve out
some time to feed your passion for and commitment to
music and music teaching with our chapter’s programs
and events.
Our chapter has some wonderful opportunities for each
of you to deepen your commitment and understanding
of our field of string teaching, with all it’s complexities
– featuring topics like running a studio teaching
business, integrating music and technique in practicing
and performing, navigating the first hour of practicing,
bringing deeper body awareness to string playing
through body mapping, understanding more about
teaching students with unique challenges, outlining
then fostering executive function skills in private music
students and tracing the flexibility and utility of scales.
Plan to join us for these splendid opportunities to
illuminate, interact and learn more about our discipline
of string pedagogy.
Mimi Butler will be coming in October to speak with
our members and what a resource she is! A frequent
clinician, presenting at ASTA conference as well as
in Canada and Germany since 1999, Ms. Butler is the
author/publisher of “The Complete Guide to Running
a Private Music Studio”, “The Complete Guide to
Making More Money in the Private Music Studio”
and “The Complete Guide to Raising Parents in the
Private Music Studio”. You may also have read her
articles in “Strad” and “Strings” magazines.
Ms. Butler’s workshop will contain two sessions, one
on organizing the private studio and the other pertaining
to making more money in the studio. The information
covered in this workshop will prove to be invaluable to
any studio teacher, regardless of the size of one’s studio
and will benefit teachers with only some or many years
teaching privately.

2

PRACTICE POWER WORKSHOP with
Burton Kaplan
For more than four decades, Mr. Kaplan has served
on the faculties of New York University, The City
University of New York and the State University
of New York; and as Director of Education of The
Downeast Chamber Music Center and The Third Street
Music School Settlement in New York City. Mr. Kaplan
has patents on devices for learning stringed instruments
and a unique tone enhancing “Shoulder Horn” for
violin and viola. His latest book, Practicing for Artistic
Success; The Musician’s Guide to Self-Empowerment
in the Practice Room, is now in its third printing.
In this Practice Power Workshop, titled “The Musical
Path to Technique: Integrating Music and Technique in
Practicing and Performing”, Mr. Kaplan will address
issues like focus and consistency with new strategies for
more productive and satisfying practice. In addition,
specific ways to increase control of fingers, breath,
and articulation to coordinate at faster tempos, play
more in tune and communicate more effectively will be
discussed.
CELLOBRATION with AMIT PELED
In January, we welcome soloist, chamber musician
and inspirational teacher, Amit Peled, Professor of
Cello at Peabody. Mr. Peled is a frequent guest artist,
performing and giving master classes at prestigious
summer music festivals such as the Marlboro Music
Festival and Newport Music Festival. As a performer,
Amit Peled has been featured on television and radio
stations throughout the world, including NPR’s
“Performance Today,” WGBH Boston and WQXR New
York and his extensive discography includes critically
acclaimed CDs on the Naxos, Centaur, and Delos
Labels. His recent release of “Casals Homage” which
features the legendary 1915 Pablo Casals program was a
best-selling feature on the online iTunes Store.
Peled often surprises audiences with the ways he breaks
down barriers between performers and the public,
making classical music more accessible to wider
audiences. Tim Smith of the Baltimore Sun reflected
on a recent performance: “Peled did a lot of joking
in remarks to the audience. His amiable and inviting
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personality is exactly the type everyone says we’ll need
more of if classical music is to survive.”
A renown presenter and performer on many continents
and as both a chamber and solo musician, Mr. Peled will
put on spin on his popular and illuminating lecture, “The
First Hour… what I do to start the day as a cellist…”
creating a lecture recital that is not to be missed.
BODY MAPPING WORKSHOP
Jennifer Johnson, author of, What Every Violinist
Needs to Know About the Body, Teaching Body
Mapping to Children is bringing her wealth of
knowledge to us for a six-hour workshop in January.
Body Mapping was discovered in the teaching
studio of cellist and Alexander Technique teacher
William Conable and was then further developed and
written about by Barbara Conable, also an Alexander
Technique teacher. Ms. Johnson trained with Barbara
Conable and in 2005 became Canada’s first Licensed
Andover Educator.
The purpose of Body Mapping is to teach musicians
to correct their own faulty body maps by examining
the truth of the body’s design as seen in anatomical
images, anatomical models and as felt by palpating
one’s own bony structure. Hundreds of musicians have
used Body Mapping to correct how they move in order
to heal themselves of injury and pain and to enhance
their abilities at their instruments, by developing a clear
understanding of how their bodies are designed to move.
Topics will be:
1. What is Body Mapping? Re-educating Movement,
Senses, and Quality of Attention for Healthier Music
Making as String Players
2. Balanced Sitting and Standing: Addressing common
problems amongst String Players like neck, shoulder
region, and back pain.
3. Mapping the Arms: Preventing common issues like
Tendonitis, Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, Thoracic
Outlet Syndrome
4. Mapping the Movement of Breathing: Breathing
for String Players and how to use our breath for our
Phrasing.
5. Mapping the Legs: Addressing Hip, Knee Joint
Pain, and Sore Feet. Musically Appropriate Leg
Movement for String Players.
Ms. Johnson will finish the session with a short
masterclass at the end. What a wonderful day of
learning we have in store for us!

ASTACAP WINTER AND SPRING EXAMS
ASTACAP provides the invaluable opportunity for a
student at any of eleven levels (Foundation through
10) to prepare a program of scales & arpeggios, etudes,
and pieces to be played for an exemplary examiner
who then provides ample written constructive feedback
for the student to go over with his or her teacher.
Student participants benefit greatly from preparing and
performing a broad demanding program each year.
Successful students are awarded a certificate from
ASTA to note their progress and celebrate a job well
done in a nationally recognized and esteemed program.
Our chapter holds two exams a year - Winter and
Spring exams. Reach out to the ASTACAP co-chairs to
find out more about how this program will benefit your
students and your studio.
STUDIO TEACHER MEETINGS
Our first studio teacher meeting, “Teaching Students
With Unique Challenges: Considerations for the Studio
Teacher” will feature Megann Griffin, who is both
a certified music therapist and private studio string
teacher.
“Scales: Not Just for Warming Up: Linking Scale
Practice to Repertoire Success” will be the title of the
November studio teacher meeting. Dr. Dan Levitov
will present his ideas outlining just how productive and
illuminating scale study can be for students.
In February, we will hold a two-part series concerning
executive function skills, presented by Mary Ling
(graduate of The Johns Hopkins University with a
Master’s Degree, Mind, Brain & Teaching, Educational
Studies), an Executive Function Coach, Academic
Tutor and Course Developer at Learning Matters.
Please join us for this in-depth look at executive
function skills, learning why they are important for our
students and how to foster these important skills in our
private music students.
MINI-CONFERENCE
Be sure to leave space in your schedule for another great
Mini-Conference in March. This year our presenter
will be Dr. Robert Duke. A keynote speaker at events
like the Biennial Suzuki Association of Americans
Conference, and a professor at the Colburn School and
the University of Texas at Austin, Dr. Duke principally
focuses on the intersection of learning and music.
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201
Rockville Competition for Solo Piano and Solo Strings
Location: Montgomery College, Rockville, MD
Competition date: Sunday, April 15, 2018. Winners’ recital: April 22, 2018.
www.rockvillecompetition.com
rockvillecompetition@gmail.com
301-838-5594
Application deadline: April 2nd, 2018.
Rockville Competition, 966 Hungerford Dr., #27, Rockville, MD 20850

4
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Dr. Duke’s research on human learning and behavior
spans multiple disciplines, including motor skill
learning, cognitive psychology, and neuroscience.
His most recent work explores the refinement of
procedural memories and the analysis of visual gaze in
teacher-learner interactions.
He is the author of Intelligent Music Teaching: Essays
on the Core Principles of Effective Instruction, The
Habits of Musicianship, which he co-authored with
Jim Byo of Louisiana State University, and Brain
Briefs, which he co-authored with Art Markman,
his co-host on the public radio program and podcast
Two Guys on Your Head, produced by KUT Radio in
Austin.
At this event, we will also present our annual awards for
Teacher of the Year and Service to Strings and there will
be a short board meeting open to all members.
SSI AND IMIF SCHOLARSHIPS
We are proud to continue this year with $250 ASTA
MD/DC Chapter scholarships for both the National
Philharmonic Summer String Institutes and the
Intermuse International Music Institute and Festival.
These scholarships are reserved solely for students of
ASTA MD/DC members. Two $250 scholarships will
be awarded for each of these programs.
STRINGS PLUS AND SOLO STRINGS
In the spring, we continue to offer our popular annual
events organized in partnership with MSMTA:
Strings Plus Festival will be held in March, at the
Landon School as in past recent years, is a chamber
music festival/ competition that features string players
(ages 7 -18) playing with other string players or with
any other instruments – for instance strings and piano,
strings and wind players or just strings together.
Judges provide written comments and each student
gets a certificate and ribbon (which are generously
awarded, especially in the younger groups) if they win
a prize that day at the festival.
Spring Festival/ Solo String Instruments will be held
in May, returning to last year’s location of Washington
Adventist University. In this age-based competition
(for students aged 6 – 18), students are grouped by
age and instrument, usually in groups of 5 to 10. All

students receive comments from the judge and a
certificate stating that they participated in the Festival.
Students play one or two pieces with an accompanist
if the work has an accompanying part. Students may
participate and earn ribbons (first, second, third,
honorable mention) if they enter competitively. To
enter competitively they must play their work from
memory unless it is a sonata movement.
Teachers who enroll their students in Strings Plus
or Solo String Festival are expected to help that day
or arrange to help the chairman in some other way.
These fun and motivating events can be a valuable
part of any string studio calendar and are highly
recommended.
MEMBERSHIP
When I first discovered I had the teaching bug,
MD/DC ASTA chapter was vital to me, providing
necessary inspiration and information as it has for
so many of our fellow members, in the past and
present, both established and new to teaching. We are
a strong chapter that can, with careful tending from
all members, provide a supportive network for our
colleagues and foster string teaching in our area for
years to come.
In our chapter’s election cycle, we will select a new
President-Elect this upcoming March of 2018 and
the next President will establish her board in May of
2018. I encourage each and every one of you to think
about how you can serve your organization. Will
you be one of those to help lead and serve on the new
board? Will you be one of those to helping to craft
and support our chapter’s vision of string teaching?
Take a moment and consider our profession and our
calling to be musicians and music educators. What
is our motivation? What is important? What is our
responsibility?
My door (email/ phone) is open to all of you. I
look forward to connecting with as many of you as
possible as I move through my second and final year
as President. It is a distinct privilege this serve in this
capacity.
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A Tradition of Excellence Since 1996

Exceptional Instruments for Players of All Levels

• Highest quality violin, viola, cello and bass
rentals available nationwide

• Wide selection of fractional and full size
violins, violas and cellos

• Fine and rare modern and antique instruments
• Rental instruments and accessories available

(301) 652-7070
7711 Eastern Avenue,
Takoma Park, MD 20912
pottersviolins.com
store.pottersviolins.com

online at store.pottersviolins.com
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ASTA MD/DC Chapter Presents
“How to Organize and Make Money Running a Private
Music Studio” Workshop
PRESENTED BY:

Mimi Butler
Learn from a top notch clinician, truly the
guru of the private studio!

“What a WONDERFUL day of
information, inspiration, and not
least, excitement you brought to us ….
feedback has been overwhelming, and
overwhelmingly positive. presentations
were lively, good humored, inspiring, and
information-packed all at once.”
-- Dr. Gerald Fischbach,
Past-President of ASTA

Mimi Butler is the author/
publisher of “The Complete
Guide to Running a Private
Music Studio”, “The Complete
Guide to Making More Money
in the Private Music Studio”
and “The Complete Guide to
Raising Parents in the Private
Music Studio” along with
downloadable pamphlets.
Ms. Butler has been conducting
clinics throughout the country,
Canada and Germany since
1999 and has also been
published in “Strad” and
“Strings” magazines.

October 15, 2017; 2:00 – 6:00 pm
LOCATION: POTTER VIOLINS

7711 Eastern Ave, Takoma Park, MD 20912
Registration deadline/ early bird pricing: October 10th
Fee: $20 for members, $40 for non-members
ASTA MD/DC Chapter

STRINGENDO Autumn 2017 Volume XXXIII
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To access the Music Center from the Grosvenor Strathmore Metro garage, walk
across the glass enclosed sky bridge located on the 4th level

ASTA MD/DC Chapter Presents

“The Musical Path to Technique: Integrating Music and
Technique in Practicing and Performing”
Two-Day Workshop / Practice Power
ASTA MD/DC Chapter

PRESENTED BY:

Burton Kaplan
Do you have any of the these experiences when
you practice your instrument?
• I cannot sustain my concentration. My mind
slips. It wanders.
• I often feel that I have to start over again each day.
• It sounded so good a moment ago; why can’t I
make it sound like that again?
• I played it perfectly just before I went into
my lesson / audition/ on stage..but my
performance let me down.

Sunday, November 5th and
Monday, November 6th
Sunday from 12:00 – 5:00
Monday: 9:00 – 1:30
Location: Potter Violins

7711 Eastern Ave, Takoma Park, MD 20912
Fees: Performer Participant fee: $125 (maximum of 8)
Observer fee for members: $50 for both days, $35 for one day;
Non-member rate is $70 for 2 days and $50 for one day

“Participants in this special workshop will
greatly benefit from this unique, highlyinformative opportunity - register now
and don’t miss out!”
8

There are NEW solutions for each of these problems.
In this workshop attendees will observe the actual
process of practicing as musicians try out new
strategies to attach their musical imagination to their
technique. Mr. Kaplan will illuminate a new way of
conceiving and processing musical notation which
enables technique to evolve into structurally sensible
and emotionally compelling sound. ALSO covered
will be specific ways to increase the control of one’s
fingers, breath and articulation to coordinate at
faster tempos, play more in tune and communicate
more effectively.
Mr. Kaplan runs the renowned Magic Mountain
Music Farm specifically geared for the artist,
musician and teacher. Past participants have said,
“Burton possesses the uncanny ability to bring out
each person’s hidden strengths” and “Burton Kaplan
is an artist with great knowledge and amazing
insights into the world of practicing and performing
music…”
Having served on the faculties of New York
University and the State University of New York,
among others, Mr. Kaplan is also the author of The
Musician’s Practice Log and Practicing for Artistic
Success: The Musician’s Guide to Self-Empowerment
in the Practice Room.
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Membership Directory ASTA MD/DC Chapter 2016-2017
AARON, JEFF
Silver Spring, MD
Double Bass

BAUMGOLD, THEODORE
Bethesda, MD
Violin

BRISKIN, IRINA
Baltimore, MD
Violin

ADAMS, ELIZABETH
Washington, DC
Violin

BAZALA KIM, ALISON
North Potomac, MD
Cello

BROWN, DEBORAH
Rockville, MD
Piano

ALBRIGHT, RUTH
Chevy Chase, MD
Violin

BEDER, JODI
Mount Rainier, MD
Cello

BROWN, KARIN
Baltimore, MD
Viola

ALGER, SHAWN
Laurel, MD

BENICHOU, DAPHNE
Baltimore, MD
Viola

BUDNER, KATHERINE
Accokeek, MD
Violin

BERNS-ZIEVE, JESSE
Baltimore, MD
Violin

CAMPBELL, EMILY
Silver Spring, MD
Violin

BISHOP, CATHERINE
Washington, DC
Viola

CAPPELLETTI-CHAO, EVA
Takoma Park, MD
Violin

BLASE, CELESTE
Columbia, MD
Violin

CARMICHAEL, CYNTHIA
Ellicott City, MD
Viola

BLOCKLAND, CHERYL
Lusby, MD

CHANG, SOPHIE
Silver Spring, MD
Cello

ANDERSON, TIM
Stevenson, MD
Cello
ANDERSON, EVA
Jessup, MD
Cello
ANISIMOVA, TANYA
Montgomery Village, MD
Cello
BAILEY, JESSICA
Baltimore, MD
Violin
BANGHART, BRYCE
Columbia, MD
BARCZYK, CECYLIA
Baltimore, MD
Cello
BARNET, LORI
Rockville, MD
Cello
BARTLEY, SHARON
Silver Spring, MD
Violin

BOB, JOAN
Baltimore, MD
Viola
BOECKER, ANDREA
Lutherville Timonium, MD
Violin
BOROWSKY, FRANCES
Baltimore, MD
Cello
BOROWSKY, EMMANUEL
Baltimore, MD
Violin

CHAO, PHILIPPE
Takoma Park, MD
Viola
CHEN, SHY-LUEN
Rockville, MD
Violin
CHIANG, I HSUAN
Columbia, MD
CHISHOLM STUDENY, APRIL
Baltimore, MD
Cello

For additional member information, including email addresses, please go to https://www.astastrings.org and click on the
Member Directory button found on the home page under Member Benefits
STRINGENDO Autumn 2017 Volume XXXIII
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2017–2018 ASTA MD/DC Chapter
Studio Teacher Meetings
Studio Teacher Meetings are a chance for studio teachers to meet each other in a warm social
setting, and learn how to hone their craft of running a studio and teaching strings through lectures,
demonstrations, and discussions. These events are free to members
Location for these events will be Potter Violins, 7711 Eastern Ave, Takoma Park, MD

UPCOMING MEETINGS:
Wednesday, October 11th, 2017 10:30 am to 12:30 pm
“Teaching Students with Unique Challenges: Considerations for the Studio Teacher”
Presenter: Megann Griffin, MM, MT-SC music therapist
at Lamax House and private teacher

Wednesday, November 15th, 2017, 10:30 am to 12:30 pm
“Scales: Not Just for Warming Up: Linking Scale Practice to Repertoire Success”
Presenter: Dr. Dan Levitov, Coordinator of Cello and Chamber Music
at the Peabody Institute Preparatory and Cello Faculty,
The Sunderman Conservatory of Music at Gettysburg College.

Wednesday, February 14th, 2018 10:30 am to 12:30 pm
“Executive Functions: What Are They And Why Do They Matter?”
Presenter: Mary Ling, MS, Executive Function Coach, Academic Tutor,
Course Developer at Learning Matters

Wednesday, February 28th, 2018 10:30 am to 12:30 pm
“Building Executive Function Skills in Private Music Students”
Presenter, Mary ling, MS, Executive Function Coach, Academic Tutor,
Course Developer at Learning Matters

Past Meeting Views...

To RSVP and for location details, contact us at (301) 424-4824 or astahotline@gmail.com

www.asta.net

If you would like to make a presentation for a future meeting, or if you have an idea of what you would like
to discuss or hear about, please call or e-mail. We are delighted to hear from you!

10
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CHITWOOD, JULIANNA
Rockville, MD
Violin
CHONG, YOON-MEE
Lutherville, MD
Violin
CHUDACOFF, CLAUDIA
College Park, MD
Violin
COCHENET-GALLASTEGUI,
JOANNA
Silver Spring, MD
Viola
COMBS, LORRAINE
Millersville, MD
Violin
COOK, EMILY
Towson, MD
D’ANGELO, SARAH
Silver Spring, MD
Violin
DAVIS, ELIZABETH
Columbia, MD
Cello
DE ORIO, PATRICIA
Laurel, MD
DEAN, JAMES
Pasadena, MD
Double Bass

DICKERSON, MARY
Chevy Chase, MD
DING, JIAN (KEN)
Germantown, MD
Cello
DOHERTY, CHARLES
Frederick, MD
Brass
DOMINGUES, AMY
Washington, DC
Cello
EDWARDS, MELLASENAH
Baltimore, MD
Violin
EEN NEWTON, JONATHAN
Washington, DC
Cello
ETZEL, JACLYN
Churchton, MD
FALK, NINA
Takoma Park, MD
Violin
FANNING, MITCH
Silver Spring, MD
Violin
FAST, SHARI
Rockville, MD
Cello

DEBELLA, JACQUELYN
Laurel, MD

FINDLEY, MARY
Washington, DC
Violin

DECHOSA, ARIEL
New Market, MD
Piano

FISCHBACH, GERALD
Glenn Dale, MD
Violin

DESTEFANIS, REBECCA
Silver Spring, MD
Violin

FISHMAN, PAULA
Rockville, MD
Viola

FLEMING, LYNN
Damascus, MD
Double Bass
FLESNER, DIANA
Silver Spring, MD
Cello
FOARD, COLIN
Washington, DC
Violin
FORD, WALLACE
Timonium, MD
Harp
FOSTER, WILLIAM
Washington, DC
Viola
FREEMAN, PHYLLIS
Mount Airy, MD
Violin
FUSSELL, HOLLY
Millersville, MD
GATWOOD, JODY
Clarksville, MD
Violin
GETTES, GRETCHEN
Baltimore, MD
Cello
GILL, SARA
Silver Spring, MD
Violin
GOLD, IRA
Silver Spring, MD
Double Bass
GOODE, DANA
Baltimore, MD
Violin
GRINBERG, YONATAN
Baltimore, MD
Violin

For additional member information, including email addresses, please go to https://www.astastrings.org and click on the
Member Directory button found on the home page under Member Benefits
STRINGENDO Autumn 2017 Volume XXXIII
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GUILLORY, MARGO
Laurel, MD
Violin

HURD, HARRIETTE
Silver Spring, MD
Violin

KESSLER, CAROLYN
Gaithersburg, MD
Violin

HAYES, DONATUS
Mount Airy, MD
Violin

ILIC, SLAVICA
Bethesda, MD
Violin

KIM, HYEJIN
Laurel, MD
Viola

HEIMER, PAT
Silver Spring, MD
Violin

ING, MAY
University Park, MD
Violin

KIVRAK, OSMAN
Bryans Road, MD
Viola

HEINS, CHRISTINE
Waldorf, MD
Violin

INGLEFIELD, RUTH
Baltimore, MD
Harp

KOCZELA, JEFFREY
Washington, DC
Double Bass

HENRY, REBECCA
Columbia, MD
Viola

JACOBS, ELLEN
Ellicott City, MD
Violin

KUZNIK, SWIATOSLAN
Towson, MD
Violin

HERDOIZA, STEPHANIE
Silver Spring, MD
Viola

JAMESON, DOUGLAS
Baltimore, MD
Cello

LAUFMAN, LAURIEN
Rockville, MD
Cello

HOGAN, TASHA
Elkridge, MD
Violin

JAO, ROWELL
Frederick, MD
Violin

LAY, SALLY
Smithsburg, MD
Harp

HORWITZ-LEE, MATTHEW
Baltimore, MD

JONES, JONATHAN
Washington, DC
Violin

LAZAR, THERESA
Bryans Road, MD
Violin

JUN, SUNMI
Germantown, MD
Violin

LESTER, ROSEANN MARKOW
Frederick, MD
Violin

KAPSALIS, GLENDA
Takoma Park, MD
Violin

LEUPOLD, ALESSANDRA
Annapolis, MD
Violin

HOUCK, JENNIFER
Rockville, MD
Violin
HOWARD, JEFFREY
Ellicott City, MD
Violin
HSU, KELLY
Rockville, MD
Violin
HULLMAN, MELISSA
Baltimore, MD
Violin
HUMPHREY, MELIA
Upper Marlboro, MD
Violin

KARASINA, LEONORA
North Bethesda, MD
Viola
KELLEHER, KARIN
Chevy Chase, MD
Violin

LEVITOV, DANIEL
Baltimore, MD
Cello
LEWIS, EDWARD
Washington, DC
Viola

For additional member information, including email addresses, please go to https://www.astastrings.org and click on the
Member Directory button found on the home page under Member Benefits
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LOGAN, CHERYL
Lothian, MD
Viola

MELANCON, VIOLAINE
Baltimore, MD
Violin

MUTCHNIK, RONALD
Ellicott City, MD
Violin

LYONS, (DR.) JAMES
Frostburg, MD
Viola

MELNICOFF-BROWN, JANET
Baltimore, MD
Violin

NAITO, KENNETH
Elkridge, MD
Violin

MACHT, SOFIA
Baltimore, MD
Violin

MILLER SEAL, GWENDOLYN
Annapolis, MD
Viola

NATHANSON, DENISE
Annapolis, MD
Cello

MADRO, ZDENKO
Timonium, MD
Cello

MILNER, CONSTANCE
Bethesda, MD
Violin

NERO, LESLIE
Silver Spring, MD
Violin

MASON, RAYMOND
Catonsville, MD
Violin

MIN, SUNGAH
Potomac, MD
Viola

NORWITZ, SHERRIE
Baltimore, MD
Viola

MASSIE, ROBIN
Columbia, MD
Viola

MITCHELL, TOM
Baltimore, MD
Guitar

O’NEILL, TERENCE
Freeland, MD
Violin

MATHEWS, SHELLEY
Silver Spring, MD
Violin

MONTANO, MARIA
Rockville, MD

ORESKY, ALAN
Laurel, MD
Violin

MATTHEWS, VALERIE
Ashton, MD
Cello
MATTHEWS, RAMONA
Silver Spring, MD
Violin
MAUNEY, CYNTHIA LEE
Silver Spring, MD
Violin
MCCOLLUM, KIMBERLY
Centreville, MD
Violin
MCKAY, LUCILE
La Plata, MD
Violin

MORFORD, HANA
Baltimore, MD
Viola
MORSE, LENELLE
Silver Spring, MD
Violin
MURASUGI, SACHI
Salisbury, MD
Violin
MURDOCK, KATHERINE
College Park, MD
Viola
MURPHY, MARISSA
Chevy Chase, MD
Violin
MURRAY, JENNIFER
Bowie, MD
Viola

OROZCO, JORGE
Rockville, MD
Violin
PATTERSON, ANNE MARIE
Waldorf, MD
Violin
PAYNE, JEANA
Monrovia, MD
Violin
PEARL, RONALD
Baltimore, MD
Guitar
PFANNSCHMIDT, MARK
Derwood, MD
Viola

For additional member information, including email addresses, please go to https://www.astastrings.org and click on the
Member Directory button found on the home page under Member Benefits
STRINGENDO Autumn 2017 Volume XXXIII
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POBEREZHNAYA, IRAIDA
Baltimore, MD
Harp

RETZER, GLORIA
Frederick, MD
Violin

SHANNON, JENNIFER
College Park, MD
Violin

POLLAUF, JACQUELINE
Lutherville Timonium, MD
Harp

ROKOSNY, DANA
Potomac, MD
Viola

SHAPIRO, JUDITH BASCH
Kensington, MD
Violin

POOCHIKIAN, HOORIG
Bethesda, MD
Violin

ROSENBERG, CINDY
Marriottsville, MD
Cello

SHAPIRO, BARRY
Baltimore, MD
Viola

POPLIN, DOUGLAS
Takoma Park, MD
Cello

ROSTEK, LAUREN
Frederick, MD
Double Bass

SHEHAN, HELEN GALE
Easton, MD
Violin

POPOV, VASILY
West Bethesda, MD
Cello

ROUSE, LUCINDA
Baltimore, MD
Violin

SHOMPER, DANIEL
Arnold, MD
Cello

PRICE, EMILY
Baltimore, MD
Violin

RUSSELL, CAROL
Baltimore, MD
Cello

SHOOK, AMY
Crownsville, MD
Double Bass

PROSZKOW, NICHOLAS
Silver Spring, MD
Brass

SADOWSKI, LISA
Perry Hall, MD
Violin

SHU, EFFIE
Chevy Chase, MD
Violin

PROVINE, JEAN
College Park, MD
Violin

SCHATZ, KATHRYN
Columbia, MD
Violin

SILVERMAN, JUDITH
Rockville, MD
Viola

PUZON, NEIL
Waldorf, MD
Violin

SCHENK, TALYA
Rockville, MD
Viola

SMILE, LESLIE
Mount Airy, MD
Violin

RAUSCH, LAUREN
Baltimore, MD
Violin

SCHOYEN, JEFFREY
Salisbury, MD
Cello

SNIDER, NANCY JO
Washington, DC
Cello

REISLER, LINDSAY
Glen Burnie, MD
Violin

SCIMONELLI, PAUL
Columbia, MD
Double Bass

SPAHN, MARION
Rockville, MD
Violin

REMICK, HEIDI
Silver Spring, MD
Viola

SEIDMAN, BARBARA
Bethesda, MD
Harp

SPICKNALL, JOAN
Columbia, MD
Piano

RETTERER, JENNIFER
Columbia, MD
Cello

SEMOS, DANA MARIE
Arnold, MD
Viola

ST CLAIR, JENETE
White Plains, MD
Cello

For additional member information, including email addresses, please go to https://www.astastrings.org and click on the
Member Directory button found on the home page under Member Benefits
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STAPP, WILLIAM
Frederick, MD
Violin

TOMENKO, KERI
Takoma Park, MD
Violin

WILSON, JEAN
Cockeysville, MD
Viola

STERN, JAMES
Silver Spring, MD
Violin

TREMBLAY, CHRISTIAN
Baltimore, MD
Violin

WILSON, TEDD
Pikesville, MD
Brass

STERN, LYA
Bethesda, MD
Violin

TROPPER, PETER
Bethesda, MD
Violin

WOLTERS, DOUGLAS
Silver Spring, MD
Cello

STYMIEST, SONJA
Frederick, MD
Harp

TSCHIEGG, ANNA
Sykesville, MD
Violin

WOOMERT, JAMES
Linthicum Heights, MD
Viola

SU, JEANNE
Gaithersburg, MD
Violin

TUNG, ALICE
Ijamsville, MD
Viola

WRIGHT, MARGARET
Rockville, MD
Viola

SUCGANG, CELIA
Baltimore, MD
Violin

TUNG, JAMES
Ijamsville, MD
Violin

WU, CHIENMO
Gaithersburg, MD
Violin

SWISS, CYNTHIA
Baltimore, MD
Violin

VANCE, MARTHA
Silver Spring, MD
Cello

YORK, SARAH
Catonsville, MD
Violin

TAI, TZU-CHING
Bethesda, MD
Cello

VANLAANEN, KERRY
Rockville, MD
Cello

YOSHIOKA, AIRI
Catonsville, MD
Violin

THEOFILIS, ISABEL
Leonardtown, MD

VILARRUBI, KARINA
University Park, MD
Violin

YOUNG, ALICE
Baltimore, MD
Viola

WALDER, AMY
Greenbelt, MD
Violin

YUHKI, SHINTAROH
Frederick, MD
Violin

WARD, ALICIA
Baltiomre, MD
Cello

YUTZY, PAUL
Baltimore, MD
Guitar

THEVENIN, VALENCIA
Elkridge, MD
Violin
THOMPSON, FIONA
Halethorpe, MD
Cello
THOMPSON, JOSEPH
Cumberland, MD
Percussion
TIFFORD, MATTHEW
North Bethesda, MD
Cello

WHITLOCK, LINDA
Bethesda, MD
Violin

For additional member information, including email addresses, please go to https://www.astastrings.org and click on the
Member Directory button found on the home page under Member Benefits
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Members By Instrument
VIOLIN
Raymond Mason
Shelley Mathews
Ramona Matthews
Cynthia Lee Mauney
Kimberly McCollum
Lucile McKay
Violaine Melancon
Janet Melnicoff-Brown
Constance Milner
Lenelle Morse
Sachi Murasugi
Marissa Murphy
Ronald Mutchnik
Kenneth Naito
Leslie Nero
Terence O’Neill
Alan Oresky
Jorge Orozco
Anne Marie Patterson
Jeana Payne
Hoorig Poochikian
Emily Price
Jean Provine
Neil Puzon
Lauren Rausch
Lindsay Reisler
Gloria Retzer
Lucinda Rouse
Lisa Sadowski
Kathryn Schatz
Jennifer Shannon
Judith Basch Shapiro
Helen Gale Shehan
Effie Shu
Leslie Smile
Marion Spahn
William Stapp
James Stern
Lya Stern
Jeanne Su
Celia Sucgang
Cynthia Swiss
Valencia Thevenin
Keri Tomenko
Christian Tremblay
16

Peter Tropper
Anna Tschiegg
James Tung
Karina Vilarrubi
Amy Walder
Linda Whitlock
Chienmo Wu
Sarah York
Airi Yoshioka
Shintaroh Yuhki
VIOLA
Daphne Benichou
Catherine Bishop
Joan Bob
Karin Brown
Cynthia Carmichael
Philippe Chao
JoAnna Cochenet-Gallastegui
Paula Fishman
William Foster
Rebecca Henry
Stephanie Herdoiza
Leonora Karasina
Hyejin Kim
Osman Kivrak
Edward Lewis
Cheryl Logan
(Dr.) James Lyons
Robin Massie
Gwendolyn Miller Seal
Sungah Min
Hana Morford
Katherine Murdock
Jennifer Murray
Sherrie Norwitz
Mark Pfannschmidt
Heidi Remick
Dana Rokosny
Talya Schenk
Dana Marie Semos
Barry Shapiro
Judith Silverman
Alice Tung
Jean Wilson
James Woomert

Margaret Wright
Alice Young
CELLO
Meggan Anaya
Tim Anderson
Eva Anderson
Tanya Anisimova
Cecylia Barczyk
Lori Barnet
Alison Bazala Kim
Jodi Beder
Frances Borowsky
Sophie Chang
April Chisholm Studeny
Elizabeth Davis
Jian (Ken) Ding
Amy Domingues
Jonathan Een Newton
Shari Fast
Diana Flesner
Gretchen Gettes
Douglas Jameson
Laurien Laufman
Daniel Levitov
Zdenko Madro
Valerie Matthews
Denise Nathanson
Douglas Poplin
Vasily Popov
Jennifer Retterer
Cindy Rosenberg
Carol Russell
Jeffrey Schoyen
Daniel Shomper
Nancy Jo Snider
Jenete St Clair
Tzu-Ching Tai
Fiona Thompson
Matthew Tifford
Martha Vance
Kerry VanLaanen
Alicia Ward
Douglas Wolters
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DOUBLE BASS
Jeff Aaron
James Dean
Lynn Fleming
Ira Gold
Jeffrey Koczela
Lauren Rostek
Paul Scimonelli
Amy Shook

BRASS
Charles Doherty
Nicholas Proszkow
Tedd Wilson
GUITAR
Tom Mitchell
Ronald Pearl
Paul Yutzy
HARP
Wallace Ford
Ruth Inglefield
Sally Lay
Iraida Poberezhnaya
Jacqueline Pollauf
Barbara Seidman
Sonja Stymiest
PIANO
Deborah Brown
Ariel Dechosa
Joan Spicknall
WOODWIND
Phil Barnes
Megan Howell
Kristofer Sanz
Mary Lee Young
PERCUSSION
Joseph Thompson

A STORY TO INSPIRE CHILDREN
AND ADULTS ALIKE!
The journey of cellist Amit Peled with the cello
and legacy of the great Pablo Casals.
“A Cello Named Pablo”
Available on Amazon, e-bay,
and www.amitpeled.com
STRINGENDO Autumn 2017 Volume XXXIII
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Gailes’ Violin Shop
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ASTA MD/DC CHAPTER PRESENTS

The First Hour - what I do to start
the day as a cellist…
Presented by:

Amit Peled

Professor at Peabody Conservatory of Music of the
Johns Hopkins University
From the United States to Europe to the
Middle East and Asia, Israeli cellist Amit
Peled, a musician of profound artistry and
charismatic stage presence, is acclaimed as
one of the most exciting instrumentalists on
the concert stage today.
“Glowing tone, a seductive timbre and an
emotionally pointed approach to phrasing
that made you want to hear him again.”
-- New York Times, following his Alice Tully Hall
concert debut playing the Hindemith cello concerto

Levine Music at Strathmore

January 14th, 2018
Time: 3:00 pm
Sponsored by

Registration deadline: January 12, 2018
Fee: $20 for members,
40 for non-members;
Day of event: $50 for all

STRINGENDO Autumn 2017 Volume XXXIII
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Johansen International

COMPETITION
for Young String Players (Ages 13–17)

$67,000 in prizes

Equal awards for violin, viola, and cello

Performance opportunities
including

March 14–17, 2018

Winners’ Recital in Washington, DC;

concerto appearances; and more

Washington, DC

Sponsored by the
Friday Morning Music Club Foundation, Inc.

Application deadline: December 1, 2017

To apply, go to:

https://app.getacceptd.com/jic

20

Contact:
johansencomp@gmail.com
301-825-5515
http://www.fmmc.org/competitions/
johansen-international-competition/2018-jic/
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Brobst
Violin Shop

Fine Violins,Violas, Cellos, Basses and Bows

Extensive collection of professional instruments.
New and vintage instruments for students and advancing players.
In-home trial and time-payment plans.
Full value trade-in on upgrades.
Rental/purchase plan for violins, violas, cellos and basses.
Professional repairs, restorations and bow rehairing.
Courteous and knowledgeable staff.
Strings, cases and accessories at competitive prices.
Over 7,000 titles of string music and books in stock.
Appraisals, consignments and acquisitions.

5584 General Washington Drive
Alexandria, VA 22312

www.brobstviolins.com
703-256-0566
22
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ASTA MD/DC CHAPTER PRESENTS

Body Mapping: Re-educating Movement, Senses and
Qualities of Attention for Healthier Music Making as
String Players, Workshop (with short Masterclass)
Jennifer Johnson played as principal
second
PRESENTED
BY: violinist of the
Newfoundland Symphony Orchestra and second violin of the Atlantic String Quartet from 1993-2004.

Jennifer Johnson

After a playing-related injury in 2004, Jennifer studied the Alexander Technique and trained and licensed in Body Mapping
authorBarbara
of WhatConable.
Every Violinist
Needs
Know
about the
with Founder
Jennifer
now to
gives
workshops
Body
and Teaching
Body
to Children
internationally,
teaching
musicians
toMapping
move according
to the design of their bodies to address and prevent playing injuries.
Jennifer is on faculty of the New York Philharmonic’s Zarin Mehta Program and

After a playing-related
injury
in 2004,
Jennifer
has presented
Body
Mapping
workshops to orchestras and festivals,
TOPICS:conferences
studied theand
Alexander
Technique
and
trained
and
music schools includingASTA
the The
Finnish
National
Opera
and The
Tuckamore
- What
is Body
Mapping?
Re-educating
MD/DC Chapter
Annual
Membership
Meeting
licensed in Chamber
Body Mapping
with
FounderJennifer
Barbara was a keynote
Music
Festival.
speaker
at
the
Australian
String
Movement, Senses and Quality
of
& ongoing
Teachers’
Association
2015 Conference. SheAttention
teaches
workshops
and
les- as
Conable. Giving
workshops
internationally,
for Healthier Music Making
sons musicians
at Memorial
University
of Newfoundland,
maintains
Jennifer teaches
to move
according
to
Playersan active private studio
Levine School of MusicString
l MD/DC ASTA Mini‐Conference
and
stillbodies
performs
regularly.
- Balanced Sitting and Standing: Addressing
the design of
their
to address
and prevent
The
Annual
Membership
Meeting
and
Mini‐Conference
take place
on Sunday,
common
problems
amongst
String
Jennifer has written two books on Body Mapping:
What
Every will
Violinist
Needs
to
playing injuries.
April
26, 2014
from 5:30 p.m.
9:00
p.m. at
Strathmore
Hall, 5301region
Tuckerman
Players
neck, shoulder
and
Know about the
Body
and Teaching
BodytoMapping
tolike
Children.
Lane, North Bethesda, MD 20852. back pain.
Ms Johnson is on the faculty of the New York
- Mapping the Arms: Preventing common
Philharmonic’s Zarin Mehta Program
and
a of members
Free to
all.was
Guests
are welcome.
Plenty of Carpal
free food!
issues
like Tendonitis,
Tunnel
parking:
Currently, parking
in
the
Metro
Garage
is
free
on
weekends
keynote speaker at the AustralianFree
String
Teachers’
Syndrome, Thoracic Outlet Syndrome
Mini‐Conference
with
Presenters
and
Topics
Association 2015 Conference, She teaches
- Mapping the Movement of Breathing:
Short business meeting from 5:30 to 6:00
Breathing for String Players and how to
ongoing workshops and lessons at Memorial
Door prizes
use our breath for our Phrasing.
University of Newfoundland, maintains
an active
Presentation
of awards for Teacher of the Year and Service to Strings
- Mapping the Legs: Addressing Hip, Knee
private studio and performs regularly.
Students of ASTA members will perform short selections
Joint Pain and Sore Feet. Musically
Appropriate Leg Movement for String
Players.
- Masterclass,
maximum
three walk
To access the Music Center from
the Grosvenorwith
Strathmore
Metroofgarage,
1:00 to 7:00 pm
across the glass enclosed sky bridge
located on the 4th level
individuals

Sunday, January 21, 2018
At Potter Violins

7711 Eastern Ave, Takoma Park, MD 20912
Fee: $30 for members, $45 for non-members
Masterclass fee (maximum 3 people):
$30, in addition to workshop fee
Registration deadline: January 15, 2018

Sponsored by
Frisch and Denig

ASTA MD/DC Chapter
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Arts Laureate

Prepare to be impressed .

MCYO’s
72nd Year!

MARYLAND CLASSIC YOUTH ORCHESTRAS
OF

STRATHMORE

The Resident Youth Orchestra of Strathmore
Artistic Director, Jonathan Carney | Music Director, Kristofer Sanz

LISTEN!
MCYO musicians in seven outstanding ensembles from grades 2 to 12
will impress you with the sounds of a professional orchestra!
Philharmonic, Grades 10-12 • Chamber Ensemble, Grades 9-10
Symphony, Grades 8-10 • Young Artists, Grades 6-8
Chamber Strings, Grades 4-6 • Preparatory Strings, Grades 3-5
NEW! Future Stars, Grades 2-4
Plus Chamber Music Program, Flute and Clarinet Choirs, and Harp Ensemble

2017-18 Season Concert Dates:
December 2, 2017, 4 pm at Strathmore
December 16, 2017, 3 pm at The Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center, UMD
March 2, 2018, 7:30 pm at Strathmore
April 15, 2018, 4 pm at Strathmore: Ragtime presented by MCYO and YAA
April 30, 2017, 6pm at Millennium Stage, The Kennedy Center
May 20, 2018, 7:30 pm at Strathmore

JOIN!
Musicians from Maryland, DC, and Virginia welcomed.
Rehearsals are Wednesday evenings at The Music Center during the school year. Call to observe—301-581-5208.

Online registration for auditions begins mid-June.

Annual auditions are held in late August at The Music Center at Strathmore.
Audition requirements and information on
FREE Master Classes during the year can be found at

www.mcyo.org

Special discounted tickets for music teachers!
24
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ASTA MD/DC Chapter Annual
Membership Meeting
&
Levine Music & ASTA MD/DC
Chapter Annual Mini-Conference
The Annual Membership Meeting and Mini-Conference
will take place on Sunday, March 18, 2018
ASTA MD/DC Chapter Annual Membership Meeting

Featuring: Dr. Robert Duke

&
Professor and Head of Music and Human Learning at The University of
Levine School of Music l MD/DC
ASTA
Mini‐Conference
Texas at
Austin,
Director of the Center for Music Learning, clinical professor
in the Dell Medical School at The University of Texas and director of the
Annual Membership Meeting and Mini‐Conference
will take
place on
psychology of learning
program
at Sunday,
the Colburn Conservatory of Music in
LosatAngeles.
26, 2014 from 5:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Strathmore Hall, 5301 Tuckerman
North Bethesda, MD 20852.
Dr. Duke’s research on human learning and behavior spans multiple
motor
skill learning, cognitive psychology, and
Free to all. Guests of members aredisciplines,
welcome. including
Plenty of free
food!
neuroscience.
His
most
recent
work explores the refinement of procedural
Free parking: Currently, parking in the Metro Garage is free on weekends
memories
Mini‐Conference with Presenters and
Topicsand the analysis of visual gaze in teacher-learner interactions.
Short business meeting from 5:30 to 6:00
Door prizes He is the author of Scribe 4 behavior analysis software, and his most recent books are Intelligent
Music Teaching: Essays on the Core Principles of Effective Instruction, The Habits of
Presentation of awards for Teacher of the Year and Service to Strings
Musicianship, which he co-authored with Jim Byo of Louisiana State University, and Brain Briefs,
Students of ASTA members will perform short selections
which he co-authored with Art Markman, his co-host on the public radio program and podcast
Two Guys on Your Head, produced by KUT Radio in Austin.

o access the Music Center from the Grosvenor Strathmore Metro garage, walk
cross the glass enclosed sky bridge located on the 4th level

Levine Music at Strathmore
Sunday, March 18, 2018

Dinner Included • Free Parking

ASTA MD/DC Chapter
ASTA MD/DC Chapter
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November 5-6, 2017
Burton Kaplan Workshop/ “The Musical Path to
Technique: Integrating Music and Technique in
Practicing and Performing”
November 11, 2017
All State Junior Auditions
November 15, 2017
Studio Tchr Meet: “Scales: Not Just for Warming
Up”/ Dr. Daniel Levitov
November 18, 2017
All State Senior Auditions
November 30, 2017
Early bird savings deadline for National Conference
registration

April - May

April, 2018 -DTD
Strings Plus

April 1, 2018
Deadline for Spring Festival/ Solo String Instruments

September 29, 2017

January - March

November

November 1, 2017
ASTA Elizabeth A.H. Green School Educator Award,
Nomination Deadline

September - October

2017-2018

ASTA MD/DC CHAPTER CALENDAR

January 14, 2018
Cellobration with Amid Peled / “The First Hour..
what I do to start my day as a cellist”

All-State Junior Application Deadline
(Grades 7-9)

October 6, 2017
All-State Senior Application Deadine
(Grades 10-12)
October 11, 2017
Studio Tchr Meet: “Teaching Students with Unique
Challenges”/ Megann Griffith
October 15, 2017
How to Organize & Make Money Running a Private
Music Studio/ Mimi Butler Workshop
October 25, 2017
Potter Violin instrument Awards Application
Deadline

January 21, 2018
Body Mapping Workshop/ “Re-educating
Movement, Senses & Qualities of Attention for
Healthier Music Making as String Players”/ Jennifer
Johnson
February 4, 2018
Deadline for Winter ASTACAP Exams
February 14, 2018
Studio Tchr Meet: “Executive Functions:
Why do we need them?”/ Mary Ling
February 25, 2018
Winter ASTACAP Exams
February 28, 2018
Studio Tchr Meet: “Executive Function Skills in
Private Music Students”/ Mary Ling
March 2 - 4, 2018
Junior All State Weekend

April 2, 2018
Deadline for Spring ASTACAP Exams

March 7 - 10, 2018
2018 ASTA National Conference

April 6, 2018
Deadline for all MMEA State Solo and Ensemble
Applications

March 8 - 10, 2018
2018 ASTA National Orchestra Festival

April 20, 2018
Deadline for MMEA Middle School Orchestra
Festivals Application
April 24 - 28, 2018
MMEA State High School Orchestra Festivals
April 29, 2018
Spring ASTACAP Exams
May 7 - 11, 2018
MMEA State Middle School Orchestra Festivals
May 12, 2018
MMEA State String and Ensemble Festivals
May 13, 2018
Spring Festival: Solo String Instruments

March 9 - 11, 2018
Senior All State Weekend
March 18, 2018
ASTA MD/DC Chapter Annual Membership
Meeting
March 18, 2018
ASTA MD/DC Chapter Mini-Conference:
Dr. Robert Duke, presenter
March 28, 2018
Deadline for MMEA High School Orchestra
Festivals Application

ANNOUNCING THE 2018
ASTACAP EXAMS
TEACHERS!
ASTACAP is a fantastic exam
resource for both you and your
students, offering:

Preparation experience to
help students get ready for
auditions of any kind.
Incisive and helpful
comments from a trained
examiner.
A graded curriculum of
study materials in 11 levels
going from the beginning to
the very advanced.
Proof of musical
accomplishment that
can be considered at
any educational level,
from elementary through
university.
An excellent focus for any
teacher’s yearly goals.
WINTER EXAMS

February 25, 2018

Registration Deadline: February 4, 2018

SPRING EXAMS

April 29, 2018

Registration Deadline: April 2, 2018
LOCATION

Temple Beth Ami

14330 Travilah Rd Rockville, MD 20850

Sponsored by Potter Violin Company
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This program has been experiencing changes on the
National level. For more information, please contact one
of our chapter’s ASTACAP administrators listed
on the inside cover of this issue.
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The ASTA Certificate Advancement Program
PURPOSE
The American String Teachers Association, through its Certificate Advancement Program, seeks to
establish definite goals and awards for students of all levels through non-competitive
examinations. Students are judged on technical and musical preparedness in one of eleven levels
by an examiner of musical and pedagogical stature. Certificates of Achievement are awarded for
each level successfully completed.
EASE OF USE
• Teachers may select any etudes or solo repertoire for the examination so long as the
selections are of similar difficulty to works of the same level listed in The ASTACAP
Handbook.
• Various editions in addition to those listed in The ASTACAP Handbook may be used.
• Built-in program flexibility makes the ASTACAP attractive to different teaching and learning
styles.
• No cost to teachers; low cost to students
BENEFITS TO TEACHERS
• A handbook of scales, etudes, solo repertoire, and playing goals in eleven graded levels
• Yearly feedback through an examiner’s comments on each participating student’s progress
• Flexibility in choice of technical material and solo repertoire
• Greater respect from students and parents who value national standards
BENEFITS TO STUDENTS
• A Certificate of Achievement for each year of successful participation
• Written documentation of one’s achievements that can be used when applying to youth
orchestras, summer music camps, and for college admission
• Written standards that provide reasons to excel and persevere from year to year of study
• Incentives to work on technical studies as well as solos
• The opportunity to play prepared materials in a private, non-competitive setting
• Greater success in recitals, festivals, competitions, and youth orchestra and college auditions
• Uniformity of expectations from state to state if the student should move
BENEFITS TO PARENTS
• Students practice more intently in preparation for the exams.
• Scales and etudes, as well as solo pieces, are polished.
• Their child is studying with a teacher who looks forward to outside validation of a job well
done.
• Their child gains national recognition by ASTA through the awarding of its Certificate of
Achievement.
• Universities, music schools, youth orchestras, and summer camps now have standards to
judge the level of advancement of their child.
“For our students who are learning an instrument … for the love of music making, successful
ASTACAP exams confirm that they have mastered the skills for each level. These kids are
getting a foundation that will ensure years of music making beyond lessons.” – Shelley M
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The Intermuse International Music Institute
SPRING 2014
and Festival (IIMIF) has been lauded as a truly
unique program for personal and musical
development. Founded by cellist Cecylia
Barczyk and her husband Charles Borowsky
muse International
Music Institute and Festival
in 2003, the supportive and yet intensely
s been lauded as a truly unique program for
challenging atmosphere of the program,
and musical development. Founded by cellist
low student-faculty ratio, and variety of
rczyk and herinterdisciplinary
husband Charles
Borowsk
in 2003,
exercises
have served
as a
tive and yet intensely
challenging
atmosphere
catalyst in the
growth of young
musicians of
from
am, low student-faculty
ratio,
and
variety
of
North America and around the world. IIMIF is
nary exercises
haveforserved
as astring
catalyst
the
offered
pianists and
players,intypically
ages from
14-26North
(exceptions
considered).
young musicians
America
and around
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IIMIF is proud to partner with

change your life, your music, your perspective, and your career. Experience
a way that will unleash your full creative potential.” -2015 participant

ULTY AND GUEST ARTISTS:
anka Bednarz, Emmanuel Borowsky, Jonathan Carney. VIOLA: Sharon Eng.
ecylia Barczyk, Frances Borowsky, Amit Peled. GUITAR: TBA.
zabeth Borowsky, Brian Ganz, Daniel Weiser.
ASTA MD/DC Chapter
American String
Teachers Association

IIMIF is proud
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provide
$500with
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to
MD/DC
hapter

current students of ASTA members

Applications accepted December 2017 through March 2018.

Tel. 443-377-3730 / E-mail: info@imif.us / Web: www.IMIF.us
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o provide
two partial scholarships
($250
each) to
current students of ASTA members!

JOHNSON
STRING INSTRUMENT

Inspiration starts here.

!""""""""""#
Johnson String Instrument and Carriage House Violins
are dedicated to sharing the joy of music.
Let us join you on your musical journey!
Visit us at johnsonstring.com and carriagehouseviolins.com
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2018
STRING INSTITUTES
INSTITUTES 2016
Ofﬁcial Publication
of

Theat Trinity
National
Philharmonic is proud to partner with
Lutheran Church, 11200 Old Georgetown Road, North Bethesda, MD
High School Institute, August 1-5 Piotr Gajewski, Conductor
Middle School Institute, August 8-12 Victoria Gau, Conductor

ASTA MD/DC Chapter

to provide
$500
inTeachers
scholarships
to current students of ASTA members!
Join National
principal players and other distinguished faculty for a
American
String Philharmonic
Association

challenging
and
exciting week
of chamber
music,available
geared toward
advanced2018 at:
Repertoire,
SampleMD/DC
schedule,
faculty
listings and
andorchestral
application
in January
Chapter
students. Daily
offerings
include chamber music coachings and rehearsals, two orchestra
nationalphilharmonic.org/education
rehearsals, and Rhythm
and Movement class. Students receive two private lessons during
the
week.
The
institute
culminates
in or
chamber
music
and orchestra performances. While
Questions? Call 301-493-9283 x116
e-mail:
victoria@nationalphilharmonic.org
Summer String Institute students work on ambitious repertoire to develop true
professionalism, they also enjoy camaraderie and the adventure of creating great music.

Students participating in the National Philharmonic Summer String Institutes who received
The
National
Philharmonic
is proud
partner
with
partial
scholarship
money from the MD/DC
ASTAtoChapter
in 2017:
Brianna Shaffer, bass - student of Lynne Fleming
Zoe Fong, violin - student of Jorge Orozco
Leena Shin, cello - student of Kerry Van Laanen
Eddi Chi, violin - student of Ronald Mutchnik
Gabrielle Stanback, violin - student of Jeffrey Howard

ASTA MD/DC Chapter
to provide two partial National
scholarships
($250 each) to
Philharmonic’s
current students of ASTA
members!
2018
Summer

String
Institutes
Sneak
Preview
Repertoire, Sample schedule, faculty
listings and
application available
in January,
2016
at:
nationalphilharmonic.org/education
Questions? Call 301-493-9283 x116 or e-mail: victoria@nationalphilharmonic.org

More information in February 2018. nationalphilharmonic.org 301-493-9283, ext. 116
e-mail: victoria@nationalphilharmonic.org
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Rapkievian
Violin Bow
Rehair
and
Repair
@
Rapkievian
Fine Violins

Fine Violins

Award Winning Violins and Violas
for the Professional Musician
and
Serious Student

Ellen
Paul
404 Brown Street
Washington Grove, MD 20880

301-613-1026
Drop off service is available in Silver Spring.
Call for details.

David Chrapkiewicz Rapkievian
rfineviolins@msn.com
www.fineviolinsbydavid.com
301·461·0690
David’s violins and violas are featured
on many recordings.
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Celebrating 27 years of musical excellence!
William J. Hollin
Music Director
PVYO offers nine ensembles for
students in grades 4 through 12.
Preparatory Orchestra
Concert Orchestra • Sinfonia
Symphony Orchestra • Philharmonia
Clarinet Choir • Flute Choir
Concert Band • Wind Ensemble
Rehearsals in Potomac, MD

www.pvyo.org
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Pain in the neck?
Start playing more comfortably with
Frisch & Denig
custom-fitted chinrests

Contact us at www.chinrests.com
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MD/DC Area Youth Orchestras
MD/DC Area Youth Orchestras

Location:
Web address:
Contact person:

Ensembles that
include strings:

Academy of St.
Cecilia’s
ASCYO

American Youth
Philharmonic
AYPO

Damascus MD
www.ascyo.org
Lishia Murray
info@ascyo
240 782 1650 ext.
100
1. Youth Orch.
Grade 5-6
2. Chamber
Grade 3-5
3. Prep-strings
Grade 1-2

Annandale VA
www.aypo.org
Graham Elliott
gelliott@aypo.org
703 642 8051

Charles County
Youth Orchestra
Waldorf, MD
www.ccyo.com
Anne Marie
Patterson
annempatterson@
aol.com

Rehearsal place /
time:

Damascus MD
Tuesday nights

Concerts:

December, April,
May

Application
deadline:
Audition date:

None

1. Philharmonic
2. Symphonic Orchestra
3. Concert Orchestra
4. String Ensemble
5. Debut Orch.
6. Chamber Ensembles
No. VA schools
CCYO – Tues eve
Mon. nights
at North Point HS
Encore Strings –
Sat morn at Davis
MS
Prelude Strings–
Tues afternoons at
North Point HS
3-4 per year
January 14 and
Sundays
May 6 as well as
other performance
opportunities
April
None

Late August

Early June

General audition
requirements:

Solo
Scales
Sight reading

Cost per year:

$155

Solo
Scales
Orch. excerpt
Sight reading
$775-$1200
Scholarships
available

Chesapeake Youth
Symphony
CYSO
Annapolis MD
www.cysomusic.org
Linda Foss
execdir@cysomusic.
org
443 758 3157
1. Symphony Grade
6+
2. Concert Grade
4-5
3. String Grade 3
4. Prep Strings
Grade 1-2
Bates Middle School
Annapolis MD
Thursday nights

December, March,
May
None

Sept.& January

May, early June
New members: late
August
See website for sug- Solo
gested excerpts.
Scales
Sight reading
$140
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$425 for String Ensemble
$575 for Symphony
& Concert
35

College Park Youth
Orchestra
CPYO
Location:
Web address:
Contact person:

Ensembles that
include strings:

Rehearsal place /
time:
Concerts:

DC Youth Orchestra
Program
DCYOP

College Park MD
www.cpyo.net
Richard Biffl
admin@cpyo.net
richard@biffl.com
301 927 8753
1. Primary Strings
Suzuki Bk. 1-3
2. Intermediate Strings
Suzuki Bk. 4-6
3. Chamber Strings
Suzuki Bk. 6+

NE Washington DC
www.dcyop.org
Evan Solomon
evan@dcyop.org
202 698 0123
info@dcyop.org
1. Youth Orch. Gr 6+
2. Youth Philharmonic
3. Young Artist Orch.
4. Repertoire Orch.
5. Sinfonias, 2 Group
classes
Chamber Ensembles
College Park MD
Eastern Senior HS Capitol
alternate Sunday afternoons St DC
Saturdays
December, March, June
2-6 / year for most students

Application
deadline:
Audition date:

August 31

None

Early September

General audition
requirements:

For Intermediate, Chamber
only:
Scales, Excerpt, Solo,
Sight reading
$300
Scholarships
available

YO: Late August
Others: by appointment
Advanced only:
Scales, solo, excerpt,
Sight reading
Others: any piece
0-$225 / Semester
0-$300 non DC res.
Various aid plans

Cost per year:
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Frederick Regional Youth
Orchestra
FRYO
Frederick MD
www.fryo.org
Peggy Alley
fryolady@hotmail.com
301 695-1187
1. Philharmonic
2. Symphonia
3. Concert Strings

Monday nights
November, December,
March, May
None
April and mid-August
Members: mid-August
Scales, Sight reading, Solo
for upper levels
$275

Baltimore Symphony
Youth Orchestra

Landon Symphonette

Location:
Web address:

Towson MD
www.bsyomusic.org

Contact person:

Alicia Kosack
akosack@bsomusic.org

Ensembles that
include strings:

1. Youth Orch Gr 9-12
2. Concert Orch Gr 7-10
3. String Orch thru Gr 7
Chamber ensembles for
all.

Rehearsal place /
time:

Towson MD
Sunday afternoons

Landon School
Bethesda MD

Concerts:

3-4 per year plus
Chamber recitals and
special event

About 5-8 year
usually on Saturday

Application
deadline:

Opens late March;
open until filled, usually
2-3 weeks before audition
Late May/early June
Scales, Solo Excerpt, Sight
reading

None

Audition date:
General audition
requirements:
Cost per year:

YO and Concert $640
String Orch $330
Chamber Music $150
Financial aid available

Bethesda MD
landon.net/page.
cfm?p=4356
Stephen Czarkowski
Stephen_Czarkowski@
landon.net
(conductor)
1. Symphonette
2. Chamber Orchestra
Young players mixed with
professionals. Members play
as many concerts as they
like. Two rehearsals before
each performance.

None
By teacher
recommendation.
High standard expected
No fee
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Maryland Classic Youth
Orchestras
MCYO
North Bethesda MD
www.mcyo.org
Cheryl Jukes
Cheryl@mcyo.org
301 581 5208
1. Philharmonic
2. Chamber Ensemble
3. Symphony
4. Young Artists
5. Chamber Strings
6. Prep. Strings
7. Quartets, trios
Levels decided by grade+
Music Center at Strathmore
North Bethesda MD
Wed. evenings0
December, March, May
3-4 outreach performances
National/International
tour
Register online
June to mid Aug
Late August
Scales, Solo Excerpt, Sight
reading
$580-$775
Scholarships
available
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Maryland Youth
Symphony
MYSO

Potomac Valley
Youth Orchestra
PVYO

Location:
Web address:

Catonsville MD
www.myso.info

Potomac MD
www.pvyo.org

Contact person:

Margaret Gatto
mgattomyso@aol.com
410 442 5645
One full orchestra:
Maryland Youth
Symphony Orchestra
Grade 6+

Ensembles that
include strings:

Rehearsal place / CCBC
time:
Catonsville MD
Saturdays 1:00-4:30
Concerts:
November, February, May
Application
n/a
deadline:
Audition date:
June, late Augus
General audition Scales, Solo
requirements:
Sight reading
Cost per year:
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$425e

Peabody Youth
Orchestras

Baltimore MD
www.peabody.jhu.edu/
preparatory/departments/youthorchestras
executive_director
410 234 4630
@pvyo.org
or
harlan.parker@jhu.edu
1. Philharmonia
1. Youth Orchestra
2. Symphony
(Middle thru High
3. Concert
school)
4. Preparatory
2. Young Artists
Levels assigned by school
(Middle thru High
and playing grade
school)
3. String Ensemble
to age 14
Potomac MD
Peabody Institute,
Mon. or Tues. night,
Baltimore MD
depending on ensemble
Saturday
December and May
December and May
Registration begins late July See website
Late August
Scales, sight reading.
Solo or excerpt/etude
depending on ensemble
~$450
depending on ensemble
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Late August
YO and YA: Scales, Solo,
Excerpt
SE: Scales, Solo,
Sight-reading
Per semester:
Youth Orchestra: $453
Young Artists: $392
String Ensemble: $310

Salisbury Youth
Orchestra

Washington Asian
Philharmonic Orchestra

Salisbury MD
refer to
www.salisbury.edu
refer t
www.salisbury.edu

Gaithersburg, MD
waporchestra.org

Contact person:
Ensembles that
include strings:
Rehearsal place / Salisbury University
time:
Thursdays 7-9 pme

kellyshoe@verizon.net
Advanced Chamber
Orchestra
Rehearsal place/time: 901
Wind River Ln, Gaithersburg, MD 20878 Saturdays
from 10-12:15

Concerts:
Application
deadline:
Audition date:
General audition
requirements:
Cost per year:

December and May
Registration begins late July

December and May
See website

Early September
Solo, sight reading

None
No auditions, evaluation
done at first open rehearsal
$400

Location:
Web address:

$75 / semester
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where she teaches violin and Body Mapping. Jennifer is also on faculty of the
Suzuki Talent Education Program of St. John's and the Tuckamore Chamber
Music Festival.
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BODY MAPPING FOR STRING PLAYERS
by Jennifer

She is a Licensed Andover Educator and presents Body Mapping workshops
internationally, teaching musicians to enhance their musical ability and to
prevent injury through a clear understanding of how their bodies are
Johnson,
authortoofmove.
WhatShe
Every
Needs
to Know
the Body
& Teaching
designed
wasViolinist
a keynote
speaker
at the About
Australian
Strings

Body

our senses. We have numerous
String players move to produce
maps which represent our self
sound from their instruments.
in all of our various functions
The quality of our movement
and behaviors and these maps
determines the quality of our
interface and communicate with
sound. And so learning to move
each other in complex ways.
according to the true anatomical
design of the body serves two
When we are very small, all of our
important purposes for string
maps, including the movement
players:
map, are accurate depictions of
1. We produce our most lovely
the actual anatomical design
sounds with ease
of the body, so young children
2. We can address and prevent
Association Conference in July 2015.
move and play the violin, viola, and cello with relative
injury and limitation
Jennifer has authored two books on Body Mapping: What Every Violinist
ease and comfort. However, these maps, which are
Needs to Know about the Body & Teaching Body Mapping to Children.
changeable, can and frequently do deviate to become
What is Body Mapping?
inaccurate representations of the body’s design.
Body Mapping is the method founded by William
Conable and developed by Barbara Conable to
consciously correct a faulty body map in order to
rediscover healthy and easeful movement while
making music.
Barbara wrote two books on Body Mapping: the first
is How to Learn the Alexander Technique and the
second is What Every Musician Needs to Know About
the Body. She then created a course for musicians
by the same name. Before she retired, she trained
many of her musician students to present the course
material to other musicians. Our organization of Body
Mapping Instructors is called Andover Educators.
Barbara realized that in order for musicians to recover
from and prevent further injury, we would not just
have to retrain movement by correcting the body
map, but we would also need to retrain our senses as
well as our quality of awareness. We need to hone the
senses, particularly the Kinesthetic sense because it
tells us about our quality of movement and has largely
been ignored in music education. And we also need to
retrain a healthier quality of attention- musicians who
“concentrate” are narrowing their field of awareness
and once that contracts, so do the muscles in the body.

What are the Body Maps?
The body maps are the neuronal self-representations
we hold of our body in our brain. They are literally
neuronal pictures of our body located in the brain that
corresponds to and governs, amongst other functions,

Sometimes it happens because the child has modeled
an adult in his life who has poor movement patterns.
Sometimes the inaccuracy in the map stems from
cultural myths. For example, if a child is told often
enough to “sit up straight” when playing the cello, his
neuronal map of his spine will gradually alter to reflect
what he imagines is meant by “sitting up straight.”
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up
straight" p
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that
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this
because
there
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as being the primary source of support for the torso. disks that cush
one from
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thetruth
frontis half,
butfront
there is no such c
Unfortunately
for this
child,inthe
that the
in
the
back
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of
the
half of the spine, located up the vertical center of the
spine.
torso rather
than up the back, is actually the half that
is designed to bear and deliver the weight of the torso
down through the pelvis and into a chair! We know

Di
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have changed. In
other words, the number
and location of
firing neurons that represent
his spine in his
brain will actually alter so
that the back half
of his spine is now
represented as
being the primary source of
support for the
torso. Unfortunately for this
child, the truth is
that the front half of the
spine, located up
the vertical center of the
torso rather than
up the back, is actually the
half that is
designed to bear and deliver
the weight of the torso down through the pelvis and into a chair! We know
this because there are little pillows called disks that cushion the vertebrae
one from the next in the front half, but there is no such cushioning system
in the back half of the
spine.

this because there are little pillows called disks that
cushion the vertebrae one from the next in the front
half, but there is no such cushioning system in the
back half of the spine.
So we have a vicious cycle in place because it is
that inaccurate map that now dictates his future

Disks in front half of spine

No disks in back half of
spine

movement. The map will cause him to spend more
time sitting in this muscularly held-up manner which
in turn, reinforces the strength of the inaccurate map.
He will wonder why his lower back hurts so much
when he sits to practice, why his arms feel stiff, and
why he cannot produce the free and easy bow strokes
he sees other cellists using.
Only with conscious remapping will the child return
to his birthright:
1. his natural balance around a spine that exists
right down his center rather than just down his
back.
2. free upper arms and shoulder region(once the
torso muscles stop trying to hold us up and allow
the front of the spine to bear our weight, they
are free to return to their primary job of easily
moving our limbs.)
3. free breathing (once the torso muscles stop trying
to hold us up and allow the front of the spine to
bear our weight, the ribs are free to have their full
excursion to produce easy breath.)
The purpose of Body Mapping is to guide musicians
through the process of remapping if they already
hold erroneous beliefs about their body in movement
and to prevent young musicians from ever losing the
accuracy of their maps in the first place.

Accessing and Correcting the Body Map
Before you can correct your body map, it is necessary
to discover where your own particular mismappings
lie. A mismapping may be spine or forearm-related
like the examples provided in this article or it may
be a misconception of how the hands or the feet, the
ribs or even the tongue are constructed to move in
their most free ways. Unfortunately, one mismapping
can often, domino-like, lead to the establishment of

new mismappings. Ways to uncover where your own
particular mismappings lie are:
1. Drawing and self-inquiry about what you think
your body is like
2. Observing yourself in a mirror or on video
3. Comparing your observations with medicalgrade anatomical images and models (notice
what surprises you in the images- if you’re
surprised by something, you can be sure you had
a different mental conception of it.
4. Palpating your own bones
5. Observing beautiful movers/performers you
admire, either in live performance or on video or
youtube.
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Being aware of how language or gestures reflect
cultural body map errors like “sitting up straight” or
“get your shoulders down” can also bring new insights
about your map. Usually, a combination of these
methods works best.

Correcting the Map to Overcome
Tendinitis
One of the most common injuries that string players
suffer is tendinitis in the forearm or wrist, so to
illustrate the process of correcting your map, I have
chosen brief excerpts on this issue from my books
What Every Violinist Needs to Know About the
Body & Teaching Body Mapping to Children.
Structure of the Elbow Joint
There are two movements which happen at the elbow
joint- bending/unbending and rotation- and there are
two lower arm bones- the ulna and the radius. The
ulna takes full responsibility for the movement of
bending and unbending, and the radius bone looks
after the movement of rotation.
(WEV, p. 98)
The radius is the lower arm bone on the thumb side
of the hand. Unlike the ulna, the radius does not
form a deep joint with the humerus. The end of it
is rounded, effectively providing it with a surface
for swiveling against the humerus in its function of
rotation. Mis-mappings at the elbow joint in rotation
are often responsible for tendinitis and carpal tunnel
syndrome in violinists.
(WEV p. 101)
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of it is rounded, effectively providing it with a surface for swiveling against
the humerus in its function of rotation. Mis-mappings at the elbow joint in
rotation are often responsible for tendinitis and carpal tunnel syndrome in
violinists.
(WEV p. 101)
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the stationary
ulna. The
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Rodger Perrin
517 North Charles Street
Second floor
Baltimore, MD 21202

(410) 539 - 0043
www.perrinviolins.com
perrinviolins@verizon.net
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Hours: Monday – Friday, 10 am to 5 pm. Saturday by appointment.
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The Mismapping
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The most common cause of tendinitis in the elbow and wrist is the AL H THE NEW G
WIT
TRIN
mismapping of the forearm’s rotation at the elbow joint. There are two
RDS
SILVE t included)
o
(n
forearm bones- the ulna and the radius. The ulna is on the pinkie side and
the radius is on the thumb side. These two bones are parallel to one
another when the hand is palm-up and when we turn the hand palm-down,
it is the job of the radius (also called the “radial bone”) to “radiate” or
rotate in order to cross over the stationary ulna. The radius is beautifully
The
Mismapping
designed
with a rounded swivel end where it meets the humerus (upper
The
cause
of tendinitis
in the
elbow
PERRIN &
armmost
bone)common
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the
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atelbow,
the elbow
joint. There
are two
forearm frequently
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However,
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wrong
in order
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turn the
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pronation
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the
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“get
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thethe
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side.
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two
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are parallel to
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one another
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forearm,
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we is
andwhen
the result
they get
turn
the hand
stretched,
strained, and
palm-down,
inflamed in the
process. This is
itcalled
is thetendinitis.
job

beautifully designed with a rounded swivel end where
it meets the humerus (upper arm bone) to fulfill this
function of rotating itself, carrying the wrist and
hand bones along with it. The ulna is designed to look
after bending at the elbow, not rotating. However,
(violinists) frequently try to turn the ulna- the wrong
bone- in order to turn the hand in pronation and
supination (particularly on the left side to “get the
elbow under the violin.”) But because the hinge-like
bending joint where the ulna meets the humerus
cannot actually produce a rotation movement, the soft
tissues in the forearm, specifically the tendons, attempt
to accommodate and the result is they get stretched,
strained, and inflamed in the process. This is called
tendinitis.
Movement Activity for Remapping Free Rotation at
the Elbow Joint
Place your right forearm palm-up on a piece of paper
on top of a table or desk. Then use a pen to draw a
line on the paper along each side of your forearm and
then turn your hand palm-down, not allowing your
humerus (upper arm) to aid in the movement. If your
forearm stays roughly in between the two lines when
the hand is moving to palm-down, or if the ulna slides
at all across the paper, then you know you have this
mismapping.
In order to stay in between the two lines, the ulna
would have to move off of its initial line and travel over
the radius’ line, even though the ulna is not designed to
perform this movement. The only way this can actually
happen is if the tendons and other connective tissues
are being strained. This is what it feels like when the
radius is doing fifty percent of the rotation (instead
of 100 percent) and the ulna is doing the other fifty
percent of the rotation movement against its design.

patterns look and feel like are essential beginning steps
of the remapping process. However, your remapping
will only be complete after hundreds, perhaps
thousands of repetitions of the new movement pattern
so that the map can fully and permanently change back
to accurately reflect the anatomical design of that part
of the body. Eventually, the new pattern becomes very
easy and will become your new “normal”. Conscious
thought can drop away, the healthy movement will
be yours once again and you’ll know then that your
process of correcting your map is complete.
Jennifer is a professional violinist with the Newfoundland Symphony
Orchestra and is on faculty of the New York Philharmonic’s Zarin
Mehta Program. She is adjunct faculty at the Memorial University of
Newfoundland where she teaches violin and Body Mapping. Jennifer
is also on faculty of the Suzuki Talent Education Program of St. John’s
and the Tuckamore Chamber Music Festival.
She is a Licensed Andover Educator and presents Body Mapping
workshops internationally, teaching musicians to enhance their
musical ability and to prevent injury through a clear understanding of
how their bodies are designed to move. She was a keynote speaker at
the Australian Strings Association Conference in July 2015.
Jennifer has authored two books on Body Mapping: What Every
Violinist Needs to Know about the Body & Teaching Body Mapping to
Children.

Next try the rotation exercise again, but this time
while keeping the ulna stationary on its first line (see
image above) and allowing only the radius to leave its
line in order to turn palm-down. When turning the
right hand palm-down like this, the radius will end up
several inches to the left of the lines on the papers but
the ulna will remain on its original line.
I highly recommend keeping the forearm on a table or
another surface in the beginning weeks of remapping
this movement. Doing it in the air is initially much
more challenging and will risk the ulna becoming
involved in the rotation once again.
Practicing New Movement Patterns
Identifying your mismappings and making a clear
distinction between what the old and new movement
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THE “WONDER WOMAN” PHENOMENON: WHY WE
SHOULD, AND HOW WE CAN, TEACH MUSIC BY
WOMEN COMPOSERS IN THE STUDIO
By Cora Cooper
Classical musicians, and in
particular string players, tend to
have a fairly similar structure in
our training. Whether through
Suzuki or another traditional
method, there is a core of
literature that most of us were
taught, and now teach today. But
let’s ask ourselves a few questions
about this tradition:
-

-

how many pieces by female
composers did you learn
before you went to college
(other than the Trott
Melodious Double Stops)
how many solo pieces did you
learn that were written by a
woman when you were in college?
when you choose music for your students in
private lessons, or for state solo contest, what
percentage of it is written by women composers?
and what percentage of your studio or class is
female?

Think of what that shows our students, both male and
female.
This past summer’s blockbuster hit, Wonder Woman,
inspired a number of interesting articles about the
effect the movie has had in our culture. Having a
superhero model for girls (young and old) who is
unapologetically strong in and of herself was more
striking than might have been expected, and evoked
a surprising amount of comment. My favorite article,
an op-ed in the June 5 New York Times by Jessica
Bennett, entitled “If Wonder Woman Can Do It, She
Can Too,” made a powerful point: “...so much of the
messaging we receive about who can do what in the
world is subliminal — the absence of what’s missing
more even than what is there.” The traditional canon
of teaching repertoire definitely displays an absence
of women composers. As Bennett says, “you can’t be
what you can’t see.”
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About twelve years ago, I started
working on this problem. My
intent wasn’t to replace traditional
teaching material—it’s timetested and very useful. What we
as teachers needed was an easily
accessible collection of short
pieces by women that could
be interwoven with standard
literature at every step of student
development, from beginner
to advanced. Over nine years, I
collected material and created four
volumes of a graded anthology
called Violin Music by Women.
My criteria for inclusion was that
it had to be fun to play, serve a
pedagogical purpose, and not
be readily accessible elsewhere. I used the grade
descriptions in the ASTA String Syllabus as a basis for
the level of each volume:
Vol. 1, Beginning, ASTA Grades 1 & 2
Vol. 2, Intermediate 1 (1st-3rd pos.), ASTA Grade 3
Vol. 3, Intermediate 2 (1st-5th pos.), ASTA Grade 4
Vol. 4, Advanced, ASTA Grade 5 & 6
I made several trips to the British Library in London (a
real hardship), and got to know the Interlibrary Loan
people at my university library very well. Friends gave
me suggestions that often led to other discoveries, and
I also commissioned some new works. Most of the
pieces are of suitable length for recital or encore (1-7
minutes), and some can be grouped together to form
longer suites if desired. I looked for music from all
historical style periods, and included some “alternative
style” pieces like tangos, a mambo, and a Venuti-esque
jazz solo. Modern composers Libby Larsen and Ellen
Taaffe Zwilich allowed me to use their music, and
some young composers just out of school sit side by
side with them, in the company of women from times
past. So they do not remain anonymous, each volume
contains short biographies of the composers within.
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When the four volumes were complete, I had barely
had a chance to breathe a sigh of relief when people
started asking “when” I was going to do a viola
version. After a couple of years rest, I got to it and
have completed the third volume. Many of the pieces
in the first two viola volumes are transcriptions from
the violin books, with the addition of some newlycommissioned works. The majority of the third volume
is music originally composed for viola. I don’t plan on
compiling a fourth volume, since violists tend to have
more advanced literature (especially contemporary)
by women composers than violinists. Cello and bass
will have to be someone else’s project—let me know if
you’re interested!
My favorite part of giving presentations on the
anthologies is seeing the look on people’s faces when
they hear the music and realize how fresh, fun, and
pedagogically useful it is. It’s not a chore to add it to
your teaching repertoire; instead, it can be revitalizing.
I’ve had a number of Suzuki teachers tell me that
it saved their sanity! The variety in style, historical
period, tempos and character can be a welcome
break from all those gavottes and bourrees. It’s been
eye-opening for many to “meet” all these women
composers they didn’t know existed. I hope you’ll
have that same sense of discovery, plus some possible
teaching points on a piece or two from each volume.
You can listen to the music on the “Sound files” page at
violinmusicbywomen.com.

Volume 1, Beginner
The pieces in this volume are not for total beginners.
One Suzuki teacher likened them to level 1B and Book
2. The first half of the violin book uses the keys G, D,
A and C, with one piece in A natural minor (viola uses
G, D, A, and F). Many of the pieces are from the early
20th-century, when method books tended to start with
longer bow strokes, and so there is more use of legato
and slurs than is found in the early Suzuki books. The
second half of the book (ASTA Grade 2) adds the keys
of F, Bb, D minor and G minor (violin) and Bb, Eb, G
minor, B minor, A minor, and C minor. Some pieces
have simple double stops. Pieces in this book could be
used along with the first three Suzuki books.
Eve Hungerford, The Gipsy Fiddler (included in both
violin and viola books)
Hungerford (1900-1965) was an Australian string
educator and founding member of the Council of
Federated Music Clubs there. She published six books of
original pedagogical material in the 1940’s and 1950’s.

I have dubbed this piece “The Low 2 Song.” It is
cleverly written so that every second finger is, yes, a
half-step from one. The student gets to play them on
each of the four strings with a dramatic minor sound.
The piano part adds more drama with an almost
Lisztian flare, and I know I would have felt like hot
stuff playing this as a young student. The piece begins
in ¾ time, with measures alternating between three
slurred quarter notes and a dotted half note, keeping
the bow speed constant. She provides an excellent
opportunity to discuss bow distribution not only here,
but in the middle section where the meter changes to
4/4. Each measure now comprises four slurred eighth
notes and a half note. The meter returns to ¾ for the
final section.
This piece is a marvelous way to reinforce the concept
of low 2, and what note names go with that finger
placement in first position, on each string. Because it
only uses open, 1, and 2, the student can really focus
on exactly how close the low 2 needs to be, without the
third finger exerting a pull on it.
Hannah Bartel, Kansas Memories Suite (violin and
viola)
Bartel (born 1985) was a composition student at
Kansas State University and violin is her primary
instrument. She is from western Kansas and returned
there after graduation, where she is raising a family and
still composing.
I commissioned this suite from Hannah, and asked
her to focus on one pedagogical aspect in each short
movement. She has a great gift for melody and writes
so idiomatically for the violin! This suite has become
one of the most popular pieces in the whole anthology.
“Rainy Daze”: String crossings are the focus and appear
here in many guises—slurred, separate, and in every
variation of low string to high and high string to low.
Slurs with string crossings are limited to two notes, and
crossings are always to adjacent strings.
“Green Tomatoes”: The two outer sections are all
pizzicato, with at least three beats of rest to switch back
and forth from pizz to arco to pizz.
“Lil Blue”: This is a lyrical piece focusing on legato
slurs and bow changes along with expression. Students
should be able to play a two-octave A major scale prior
to playing this.
“The Ice Skating Pond”: Twenty-two measures of
perpetual motion 16ths, mainly written in double
notes. This is all about detache, or could be returned to
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later and used for off-the-string strokes. It’s a big finish
for the suite!
The suite has a little bit of a fiddle feel and sound about
it, which adds to its appeal.
Wendy Ireland, “Giocoso Gattino” from Kitty
Miniatures (viola only)
Ireland (born 1958) is a composer, conductor,
cellist, and string teacher in Sydney, Australia, who
has held positions with the Sydney and Newcastle
Conservatories, the Hunter Orchestra, and Sydney
Youth Orchestras. She is represented by the Australian
Music Centre as an associate composer.
I found the first “Kitty Mini” (“Sonnolento Gatto,”
also in viola volume 1) through the Australian Music
Centre, and loved it so much that I commissioned
two more. However, we were having too much fun
and two turned into four! These pieces are about
story telling, and “Giocoso” is the introduction of our
cat about town. The viola part is full of what might
be stage directions: “Here I come” (ready or not!);
“meow;” and “Cheeky,” among others. There is quick
alternation between arco and pizzicato, and some lefthand pizzicato as well. But the piece de resistance is the
addition of a cat bell hung from the scroll, which is to
be rung at several points in the piece. For the drama
queen of your studio, or those who need to develop
their sense of showmanship.

Volume 2, Intermediate 1 (1st-3rd
position)
In this volume, the pieces are generally longer (1-2
pages), and give students opportunities to develop
shifting, vibrato, off the string strokes, and chords.
The first three pieces use a lot of second position.
Two pieces feature upbow staccato, the first (Bijou
Minuet) on repeated notes, and the second (Over the
Snow) with scalar passages. D, F, C, and A majors, are
represented, as well as A and C minor. It would be
possible to use pieces in this volume along with Suzuki
books 4-6.
Ethel Harraden Glover, At Twilight (violin and viola)
Glover (1857-1916) was an English composer who
trained at the Royal Academy of Music. She was
known primarily for songs and operettas, with “His
Last Chance” and “The Taboo” both produced at the
Trafalgar Theater in 1895.
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This is a lovely slow piece in song form (ABA)
with great opportunity to work on vibrato and bow
distribution. The A sections are in F major, and the B
section changes character along with key (C major).
It is in 6/8 time, so could provide extra practice in
that meter along with the Seitz concerto movements
in Suzuki Book 4. Most measures feature a dotted
quarter followed by three slurred eighth notes (or in a
variation, six slurred 16ths), providing a good lesson
in phrasing through the long bows.
Julia Klumpkey, The Goblins Will Get You (violin and
viola)
Klumpkey (1870-1961) was a violinist and composer
from San Francisco with an impressive resume of
training. She studied at New England Conservatory
for one year (1894-95), and then embarked on the
grand European tour to study composition with Nadia
Boulanger and violin with Ysaye, Auer, and Henley.
Klumpkey served as head of the violin department at
Converse College in South Carolina and played with
the Spartanburg Symphony.
This is an unusual piece—not sure I’ve seen anything
like it in the teaching literature! After an introduction
featuring quick triplets and artificial harmonics, it
alternates between sections of two-note ricochets and
the triplet idea. Ricochet is my favorite way to start
learning off-the-string strokes, as students must find
the natural spring of the bow. The 16th-note triplets (at
quarter note = 84) are flashy and provide a chance to
work on facility. I like to use “sprints,” where you play
a triplet plus the first note of the next triplet, then take
a beat or two of rest, playing the next group mentally,
before tossing it off. I gradually increase the speed
of the sprints through the passage to a tempo well
beyond the target tempo for the passage.
Mary Cohen, The Ruined Castle (viola only)
Cohen (born 1954) is a well-known British teacher
and composer of pedagogical material for strings.
She studied at the Royal College of Music and was a
member of the first violin section of the Birmingham
Symphony under Sir Simon Rattle. Cohen has been
actively involved over the years with ABRSM, helping
set up their Music Medals program. Her works are
published by Faber Music.
I commissioned this piece from Cohen (of whom
I’m a huge fan) as one of the “for viola only” works
in the series. It is programmatic and features pavane
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and galliard rhythms (using 2/2 and 3/2 meters, as
well as 3/4) heard from the ghosts around the castle.
Most strikingly, Cohen wrote the viola part using
only the notes of a whole tone scale starting on G#.
It is so important for violists to experience more
contemporary tonalities like this at earlier stages of
development, to prepare them for Walton, Clarke, and
other 20th-century standards. It is fun to play, and not
technically demanding of the left hand. Lots of work
to be done with the right hand, exploring soundpoints
and bow speed to create an atmospheric sound.

Volume 3, Intermediate 1 (1st-5th [well,
a little 6th ] position)
Volume 3 tries to fill in that awkward gap between
1st-3rd positions and “the sky’s the limit.” There is a
wider variety of style periods, from a Classical period
sonata movement by Mme. Delaval to three very
contemporary short movements by Marga Richter. In
between are a couple of 19th-century polonaises, two
slow Romantic character pieces, and lastly, a tango and
a mambo. This volume, in addition to exploring higher
positions, is about developing musical maturity and
awareness of style. Suitable for Suzuki books 7-10.
Josephine Trott, In a Spanish Garden (violin and
viola)
Trott (1874-1950) was a woman ahead of her time,
and in many ways was the inspiration behind this
project. Surely there was more to her than Melodious
Double Stops! She was an author, translator, journalist,
teacher, single mother to an adopted child, and force
behind the Denver Symphony (for an extensive
biography, please see the March-May 2012 blog
archives at http://www.violinmusicbywomen.com/
blog/archives/03-2012 ).
This is the first piece in the volume, and gently pries
the student out of 3rd position with a continual use
of the half-string harmonic E as a major component
of the tune. It’s in A minor, 6/8, and is a robust
Allegro moderato. The outer sections are sassy, with
an opportunity for spiccato 16ths in the theme. The
middle section switches to A major for a more lyrical
theme. Trott’s fingerings in this section indicated
shifting between 3rd to 1st and back again three times
in a row, so clearly she had an agenda in mind for the
piece. This is fun playing and listening—great recital
piece!

Claire Scholes, Knees Up Mambo (violin only)
Scholes (born 1980) is a New Zealand mezzo soprano
and composer living in Auckland, where she also
studied. She is predominantly known for her vocal
writing (though she writes very well for strings).
Scholes also works as an arranger, and teaches singing
and piano privately.
Like Kansas Memories Suite, this piece has become a
huge favorite (you can hear 11-year old Kayleigh Kim,
student of Amy Beth Horman, perform it at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XBUxS5Qf-js as part of
Potter Violin’s Classical Open Stage). “Knees up” is
British slang for an informal and lively celebration,
and this piece is a party. It does go up to 6th position,
but the main focus is the style and stepping out of one’s
comfort zone. There are a number of glissandi and
rhythmic challenges like quarter-note triplets. Kindly,
the flashy middle section comes with the instruction,
“adjust tempo to suit soloist.” For the student who
wants something different, this is a wonderful option.
Beatrice Mattei, Sonata per Viola e Cembalo (viola
only)
Information on Mattei is scarce to non-existent. She
was apparently an Italian harpsichordist active in
Florence in 1740-1750, and there are harpsichord
sonatas attributed to her. There is some controversy
as to whether or not this piece is originally for viola
and keyboard, or whether it is a transcription from
a harpsichord ensemble. In either case, it’s a lovely
work that is really more transitional than purely
Baroque. It is written in style galant, sometimes found
in the works of Telemann and even approaches early
Classical period writing.
Like much music of this time, the piece is playable in
1st and 3rd positions. The challenge here is to toss off
the florid, ornamental passagework with an elegant,
fluid sound. In the first movement, trills abound,
and there are some triplet arpeggiated passages that
require half-position. The short slow movement is
interesting enough without added ornamentation, and
is a somber Grave in A minor. The third movement
is a dance-like romp, meant to be played quickly and
brilliantly. It has what might be a nascent development
in the middle. There is a lot of “question and answer”
in the phrasing in this movement. More technically
demanding than most Baroque viola sonatas, the
Mattei is a charming piece, wherever it came from.
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Volume 4, Advanced (violin only)
This volume contains literature at the artist level,
in Romantic, contemporary, and alternative styles.
Some pieces are quite virtuosic, and many include
significant double stop passages. Major composers
represented include Libby Larsen, Ellen Taaffe Zwilich,
and Rebecca Clarke (the slow movement from an
otherwise unpublished violin sonata).
Audrey Call, The Witch of Harlem
Call (1905-2001) was a child violin prodigy. In
her 20’s, she continued her education at the Paris
Conservatoire, and on her return to the U.S became
the violinist on the “Fibber McGee and Molly” radio
show. Her published compositions are all in a jazzy
Venuti-like style.
You can feel Call’s classical training in this jazzy piece.
She structures passages that sound very exciting
around the octave hand frame, so it’s a simple matter
of sliding the left hand up or down the fingerboard
while the bow goes wild. Color is added with
harmonics (natural and artificial), slides, and glissandi
(sometimes with vibrato). Since I know nothing about
jazz, I had a lesson with a member of our faculty on
the piece. He corrected me on trying too hard to swing
(apparently a common problem with jazz novices).
Instead, in the opening theme of the Allegro vivace,
he suggested that I just listen for the notes that wanted
more emphasis and lengthen them. He also told me
that quarter notes in syncopation should be short.
Amanda Maier, Allegro molto (movement 4) from Six
Pieces for Violin and Piano
Maier (1853-1894) was a Swedish violinist and
composer who studied violin, organ, piano, cello,
composition, and harmony at the Royal College of
Music in Stockholm, starting at the age of 16. She was
the first woman to graduate with a music degree from
that school. She also studied in Leipzig, where she
met her husband, Julius Rontgen. After marriage, she
ended her professional career.
This piece is Brahmsian is character. If you have a
student who resists practicing arpeggios and octaves,
this is the piece for them! Three octave (or nearly so)
D minor, F major, and G minor arpeggios recur in fast
slurred triplets throughout the movement, and there
are two 20-measure long passages where the violin
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plays broken octaves in dotted rhythms. I am a firm
believer in keeping the middle two fingers lightly on
the string in octaves, which will help keep the frame
stable through the shifts. The B section has a lovely
soaring theme. It is a bravura piece that can help
solidify foundational technique.
Making women composers visible means something—
something we might not even know was missing until
it’s present. Ten-year-old Risa, who I got to hear play
A Sketch from volume 3 in Weill Recital Hall in May
2016 said it beautifully:
“Playing well-known wonderful pieces written by male
composers always makes me feel great, but playing
unknown, still beautiful pieces written by female
composers makes me feel special… I felt proud and
privileged whenever I performed the piece because
I was pretty sure that no one there had ever heard
it before and I felt like being an ambassador for the
piece. Working on the piece was more than just
learning a piece, but a more special experience to me.”
It’s my belief that these pieces stand on their own
merits, musically and pedagogically. I would love to
see the day when a collection like this isn’t necessary—
that we would all know good pieces by women
composers, not have to seek them out, not see them
as something unusual, and not trip over the pronoun
“she” when referring to the composer. Till then, I
hope these anthologies will serve as a step towards the
“normalization” and inclusion of women composers at
every stage of learning.

Our mission is to create world class
performance opportunities for
all deserving musicians.

www.ConcertArtistsInternational.com
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GROCERY SHOPPING
AND MUSIC LESSONS
By Daniel Levitov
Sometimes I catch myself
standing in front of the open
refrigerator. I think about
what I might be hungry for,
what I would want to eat.
Sometimes there are many
choices that seem appealing.
Sometimes the fridge is rather
empty, but I find something
that I can eat, and other times
I am greeted by bare shelves,
condiments, and a few odds
and ends.
In a way, my refrigerator is a metaphor for my cello
students. When they enter my studio for a lesson, they
may be well prepared on a variety of levels, or prepared
in some senses and not in others, or perhaps there are
some deficiencies that need immediate attention.
As teachers, we often find ourselves teaching what our
students have brought in. We ask them to prepare scales,
etudes, and repertoire, and so that is what they practice.
We help them improve and give them tasks for the next
week. There is nothing wrong with this kind of teaching,
and I have given some of my most satisfying lessons
working this way.
But if we are always making a meal from whatever
happens to be in the fridge, perhaps we are missing
an opportunity to stock up. With a refrigerator full
of musical ingredients, such as bow speed control,
practice habits, understanding shifting, sight-reading
skills, breathing, managing performance anxiety,
understanding harmonic relationships, and more, our
students will be able to broaden the menu of what they
can do, and this can lead to long-term success. While
students may expect a teacher to help them with their
repertoire, it can be valuable to step back and make a
shopping list.
When I am shopping, I need to think about tonight’s
meal, plan for the week, and buy some things that I
know will keep. Perhaps today’s cello lesson will help

my student understand how
to use her arm weight as she
draws the bow, and transfer
that weight into the bow as
she travels to the tip. Her
assignment for the week
ahead might include some
scale exercises and slow
practice on key sections in
her repertoire where she can
think about her bow arm.
But I also see a need to work
on strengthening her lefthand precision. Perhaps this is an idea for the freezer,
meaning that I can introduce the concept as a long-term
project, that will be defrosted in small servings over
several weeks or months.
When I am at the grocery store, sometimes I can’t resist
an impulse purchase. An item just seems like the right
thing to satisfy a craving, and it goes in the cart even
though it wasn’t on the list. In a cello lesson, I may
plan to work on certain repertoire, certain technical
goals—these things are on the list—but it may suddenly
feel right to swerve and spend a portion of the lesson on
something unplanned. What is my student craving at
this moment? To play through a polished piece? To be
inspired? To chart out a path towards a repertoire goal?
Or maybe just to talk for a few minutes, musician to
musician, about music and meaning, a favorite work we
are listening to, or a practice goal that I have in my own
work. This is essential nourishment too.
I hear that some of today’s most advanced refrigerators
can keep track of what they contain, what they need, and
even order food for delivery. To continue the metaphor,
this technology should be the goal for our students,
so that as they mature as musicians, they begin to
understand their needs, and even more, begin to know
how to fulfill those needs on their own. The process of
empowering our students to be analytical and engaged
with the learning process can start at a very young age.
It’s another skill, another musical ingredient to add to
the list.
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